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Healing our relationships to money matters and has a profound, positive
impact on our wellbeing 
The majority {over 98%) of intimate partner and domestic violence cases
involve an element of financial and/or economic abuse.  
While we have endless resources that help us name and recognize
abusive behavior (incomplete as they may be), we have even fewer to
help us name how to pursue, recognize, and support the healing that is
needed.  
We want to create resources that balance what our organizations are
“against” with what we are “for". 
Healing from financial abuse goes deeper than learning how to create a
budget, it’s a time-travelling, non-linear, self-recovery, and self-
compassion journey that will surprise you. 
We need more shame- and judgement-free financial education resources
that challenge the status quo. 

What is a zine?  
ZINE (n): zeen 
A zine is a self-published, non-commercial print-work that is typically
produced in small, limited batches. Read more about zines here: 
 https://www.binderymke.com/what-is-a-zine 

What is THIS zine about?  
‘Empowered and In Control’ is a financial wellbeing resource based on a 2-
day training focused on healing from financial abuse.  We redesigned the
iconic dv "power and control" wheel to center tactics for healing,
intervening, and preventing the ripple effects of financial abuse.  

Who is this zine for?
While this resource was originally created for current and former domestic
violence (dv) advocates, it is for every/anyone who is interested in healing
justice and healing their finances, in developing their advocacy toolkit, and
are looking for new tactics to support healing from financial abuse. 

Why this topic? 



Healing Justice - 
is a framework that identifies how we can holistically respond to and
intervene on generational trauma and violence and to bring collective
practices that can impact and transform the consequences of oppression on
our bodies, hearts and minds (copied/paraphrased from Cara Page) 

Financial Abuse: 
Financial abuse is a common tactic used by abusers to gain power and
control in a relationship. The forms of financial abuse may be subtle or overt
but in in general, include tactics to conceal information, limit the victim’s
access to assets, or reduce accessibility to the family finances. Financial
abuse, while less commonly understood, is one of the most powerful
methods of keeping a survivor trapped in an abusive relationship and deeply
diminishes the victim’s ability to stay safe after leaving an abusive partner*. 

Note: Financial Abuse is part of a whole ecosystem of economic abuse tactics. The
difference being that financial abuse refers directly to finances while economic
abuse looks at the broader universe of tactics that impact the flow, access, and use
of money and resources. 

Economic Ripple Effect- 
“Indirect and lasting economic consequences ripple throughout survivors'
lives long after the abuse has stopped. [The aftereffects of abuse build up
and create] increased vulnerability to future abuse.” - CSAJ 

Key Terms 



 Recognize what is happening; 
 Allow the experience to be there, just as it is; 
  Investigate with interest and care; 
 Nurture with self-compassion. 

Economic Abuse -  
involves behaviors that control, exploit, coerce, and sabotage a person’s
ability to acquire, use, and maintain economic resources (employment,
transportation, childcare, financial accounts, taxes, social supports,
education, housing, nice credit, food, etc…) thus threatening their
economic security, mobility, and potential for well-being and self-
determination. (Paraphrased from: Development of the scale of economic
abuse. Violence Against Women, 14, 563–588.) 

Examples of Economic/Financial Abuse include: 
· Control - Spending restrictions, Travel Restrictions 

· Sabotage - Credit, Employment, Parenting 
· Exploitation- Fraud, Coerced Debt * 

RAIN: 
The acronym RAIN is an easy-to-remember tool for practicing mindfulness
and compassion using the following four steps: 

Key Terms cont'

*Copied/paraphrased from NNEDV - https://nnedv.org/spotlight_on/financial-abuse-empowerment/



Use it as a guidebook for your personal
growth and financial healing journey 
Reference it as a training resource for
DV advocates supporting folks through
their experiences of financial abuse 
Work it in as a conversation piece or
add it to a financial abuse study guide 
Print it out and fold into a zine or order
copies and add them to your
community-accessible library  

Here are some of our
suggestions for use:  

How do I use this zine?  
Inside you will find the healing wheel and 8
pages of space to reflect on how you and/or
the folks you serve relate to each healing
tactic. We invite you to customize and add
details to each tactic, as you see fit. What
we offer is a beginning, not an end.

Now on to the good stuff!









derision

Readiness to meet challenges or surprises that arise with
compassion and courage



gender- and sexuality-

marginalized family members are respected











As Money Witch says, ‘stay intimate with your finances’ ; 
Take empowered action to integrate these lessons into your daily life;  
Dream big about what healing means for you and then live towards
that; 
Be thoughtful about where you keep, save, and invest your money.  
Get curious about how your financial wellbeing is connected to your
community financial wellbeing? 

NNEDV: Economic Justice: https://nnedv.org/content/economic-
justice/ 
CSAJ:  What is Coerced Debt? - https://csaj.org/news/view/consumer-
rights-newsletter-on-coerced-debt 
Tara Brach: RAIN Technique - https://www.tarabrach.com/rain-
practice-radical-compassion/ 
FREEFROM - https://www.freefrom.org/ 
HEAL YOUR FINANCES - healyourfinances.com 
Alicia Forneret: PAUSE(resources for grief) -
https://alicaforneret.com/newsletter 
Feel free to add more to this list as you find the ones you love

Where to grow from here? Try these: 

Resources for continued education on this topic:   

Gratitude // Acknowledgments:  
To the lineage of ‘power and control’ wheels used
in dv advocacy trainings  

Major applaud to co-creator Jessie Susannah aka
Money Witch for naming this resource and creating
tactics for healing from financial abuse.  

Big warm thank you to NC-based graphic designer
Ruben Rodriguez for bringing this design to life!  



Money Witch - Jessie Susannah Karnatz, aka the
Money Witch, brings capitalism-critical, shame-free
education to healers, hustlers, and creatives in order
to catalyze change in their financial lives. She believes
healing our finances will bring blessing to our lives,
our lineages, and our communities. She offers
education, Money Magic products, Intuitive Financial
Coaching, and tax preparation online and in the Bay
Area (unceded Ohlone land) and does it all with
impeccable business lady style.
www.healyourfinances.com 

Ruben Rodriguez - Inspired by pop culture, life,
music, and culture, fascinated by inventions, color,
movement, and compositions, [Ruben designs and

conceptualizes] for both cultural and commercial
fields. Whether in the digital world or on a three-

dimensional scale, [Ruben] combines different
disciplines and mediums to build engaging

experiences. 
https://rubenrodriguezinc.com/projects 

NCCADV - We are a statewide membership
organization serving approximately 85 partner

violence organizations and all 100 counties of NC.  
Our mission is to lead the state’s movement to
end partner violence and to enhance work with

survivors through collaborations, innovative
training, prevention, technical assistance, state

policy development, and legal advocacy.  
www.nccadv.org 

About Collaborators



MAY YOUR 
FINANCIAL $ HEALING 

JOURNEY BE EMPOWERED!




